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see an urgent need to prioritize research, and to inform
policy development and strategic planning.
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Swarm intelligence in animals and humans has recently
been reviewed [1]. These authors posited that swarm
intelligence occurs when two or more individuals independently, or at least partly independently, acquire information that is processed through social interactions and is
used to solve a cognitive problem in a way that would be
impossible for isolated individuals. We propose at least one
example of swarm intelligence in plants: coordination of
individual roots in complex root systems.
Plants develop extremely complex root systems, which
colonize large soil areas. For example, calculations for one
winter rye plant revealed 13 815 672 roots with a surface
area of about 130 times that calculated for shoots [2].
Growing root apices show complex behaviour based on
‘intelligent’ decisions about their growth directions [3,4].
Moreover, growing roots show coordinated group behaviour that allows them to exploit the soil resources optimally. There are three possible communication channels
for context-dependent information transfer among the
numerous root apices of the same plant. Firstly, neuronal-like networks within plant tissues that support rapid
electrical and slower hydraulic and chemical information
transfer between the root apices [5,6]. Secondly, secreted
chemicals and released volatiles allow rapid communication between individual roots. Thirdly, there is a possibilCorresponding author: Baluška, F. (baluska@uni-bonn.de); Lev-Yadun, S.
(levyadun@research.haifa.ac.il); Mancuso, S. (stefano.mancuso@unifi.it).
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ity that the electric fields generated by each growing root
[7] might allow electrical communication among roots.
These electric activities and electric fields show maximal
values [7,8] at the transition zone of growing root apices [3]
which behaves as a ‘brain-like’ command centre [6,9].
Roots may use swarm intelligence for their navigation,
coordination, cooperation, as well as for their ‘war-like’
aggressions [10]. It is important that every root has its own
identity provided by its unique sensory history accumulated via its own command centre. Each root apex acts both
as a sensory organ and as a ‘brain-like’ command centre to
generate each unique plant/root-specific cognition and
behaviour [3,6,9]. Recent advances in the emerging field
of sensory plant ecology suggest that the sensory information collected by one plant is shared with neighbouring
plants [11,12]. In the case of root apices, sensory information appears to be processed collectively in the root system
to optimize root-mediated territorial activities [13–16].
These root apices solve cognitive problems such as where
to grow and whether to grow at all, to fight or retreat in
a face of competitive roots and root systems [10] and to
enter symbiotic relationships with mycorrhiza fungi
(and Rhizobium bacteria in the case of some species)
[3–6,13–15]. So roots enjoy a rich ‘social’ life at the individual plant level and they continuously solve problems
that could be called cognitive [4,13]. Swarm intelligence is
essential for the evolutionary success of roots and, consequently, the whole plant. The accumulating data on the
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complicated and sophisticated integration of the root
community at the individual plant level described above
composes the basic level on top of which similar integrated
actions occur at the group level. The fact that certain plant
species are able to distinguish between self and non-self
roots [13–16] helps plants to integrate the mutual self- and
non-self signals for decisions at the community level to
invest more or less in root growth towards resources, in
communication, or in chemical defences according to
neighbour relatedness. Thus, plants acquire information
through and within their root system, which is processed
through social interactions and which provides solutions
to cognitive problems that are not available to isolated
individuals, allowing them to better exploit and survive in
the three-dimensional, competitive and hazardous dark
underground world.
It emerges that the swarm intelligence does not have to
be restricted to animals. Plants can learn and remember
through epigenetic modifications and biochemical processes [13,17]. Moreover, the concepts of plant intelligence, memory, behaviour and cognition are elaborated
and prove to be relevant for higher plants [5,13; but see
also 18,19]. In conclusion, the swarm intelligence concept
should be considered as a working hypothesis for plants
until enough theoretical analyses and experimental data
accumulate to dismiss or accept it concerning adaptive
plant behaviour.
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Of the many discoveries and trends that
have emerged in our understanding of life
in extreme environments on Earth, there
can be little doubt in saying that the convergence of polar biology and planetary
sciences has been one of the most fruitful
and insightful. It has led biologists to
other worlds. Space missions are expensive, but recent high resolution cameras
and new, sophisticated analytical instruments have continued to support the idea that the planet
Mars had, and indeed still has, environments that come
Corresponding author: Cockell, C. (c.s.cockell@open.ac.uk).

close in their physical and chemical extremes to Earth’s
polar regions.
In this multi-authored volume written by three of the
main protagonists of the debate about the similarities and
dissimilarities between polar environments and Mars, we
are provided with a wealth of data and discussions about
different angles of this work. The editors, having made
significant contributions to this field themselves, have
been able to put together an outstanding book.
Amongst other polar environments, the Dry Valleys of
Antarctica, which harbour perennially ice-covered lakes
and periglacial features similar to those observed on Mars,
are explored in Chapter 2, after a very interesting and
readable history of this area of research in the first chapter.
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